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In this paper, we introduce a new framework for Problem Solving Environment (PSE) construction that 
is PSE Park, which enables us to construct PSEs easily. The PSE Park consists of four engines; PIPE 
Server, Core, Registration and Console. A PSE designed and constructed in the PSE Park consists of 
Cores. The PIPE Server manages the Cores based on the core map, which expresses the connection of 
the Cores for a specific PSE. The output of each Core is retrieved and merged by the PIPE Server. All 
outputs of the Cores are saved and easily reused. If a selected Core has been deployed in another site, 
the PIPE Server manages the communication between the Cores. Therefore, the Core developers do not 
need to take care about the communication between the Cores in the PSE Park. The Core is independent 
from programming language, because each Core is executed individually as a process in the PSE Park. 
The Cores are registered by using the Registration engine, and users access the engines via the Console. 
We applied the PSE Park to develop a PSE for partial differential equation based problem. This PSE 
helps a part of simulation steps. There are six Cores to construct this example PSE. By using this PSE, 
users can execute a PDE-based simulation and get a detailed document about the simulation. We believe 
that the concept of the PSE Park, that is a framework for PSE development, presents a significant new 
direction in the world of problem solving environment. 
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1．Introduction 
We believe that there are two movements around 

computing world: polarization in computing pattern and 
cloud computing. Computing power and network bandwidth 
are still growing, and they have been influencing absolutely 
not only computer engineers but also ordinary people. Many 
people have mobile phones and they access to the Internet to 
send or receive mails or to check their schedule. Those 
mobile phones have really powerful CPUs and network 
interfaces.  

However, recently the high performance is no longer the 
best. PC, games and mobile phone markets have this 
remarkable tendency. Netbook is the example of this 
tendency. “Low performance but reasonable” is the concept 
of Netbook. This is why the performance of CPU was enough 
high in these few years and people are interesting in other 
features such as easy to use or low price. “Universal Design” 
is included in this tendency. 

We call this tendency as polarization. Polarization is ahead 
in some areas and behind in others. Simulation area is the 

latter case. There are many research projects including 
national projects for high performance simulation such as 
super computer or high speed network development. On the 
other hand, there are few projects for low-end simulations: 
for example, simple simulations such as energy efficiency in 
a room or a house or education for students or so. Energy 
saving is one of the hot topics for many people. The needs of 
simple simulations or computations increase for our better 
life. However, there is no infrastructure or framework for 
easy-to-start simulations. 

Cloud computing may provide one way for low-end 
simulation. Cloud computing is the new computing 
environment. In Cloud computing, software, middleware, OS 
and even computer are provided as services. Amazon, one of 
most famous company in cloud computing, provides 
middleware (Simple Storage Service or Elastic Compute 
Cloud) for users at a low price. We believe that more people 
will be interest in simulations for better life. For example, 
many sensors will be joined to computer network and user 
will make it easy to create input data such as room size or 



 

current temperature. Computing resources will be available 
on users’ demand via network in cloud computing.  

In such cloud computing environment, we believe that PSE 
(Problem Solving Environment) is required for simulations. 
PSE is ‘a system that provides all the computational facilities 
necessary to solve a target class of problems. It uses the 
language of the target class and users need not have 
specialized knowledge of the underlying hardware or 
software’ (E. Gallopoulo et al.(1) , E. Houstus et al.(2)). PSEs 
help and accelerate to simulate what they want to know.   
The 1st generation PSEs are PSILAB (Y. Umetani et al.(3), C. 
Konno et al. (4)), ELLPACK (J. Rice et al. (5)) and NCAS (C. 
Boonmee et al. (6)(7), T. Teramoto et al. (8), S. Kawata et al. 
(9)(10)). These are libraries or program generation systems 
for scientific simulations. PSILAB and ELLPACK are the 
black box type of program generation system and NCAS is 
the white box type of program generation system. In the 2nd 
generation, PSE have extended the research areas including 
lower layer of computing environment. In Grid computing 
(11) environments, which are similar to cloud computing, 
many PSEs have been created and developed because of its 
complexes. Cactus Code (G. Allen et al.(12)) is a PSE for 
Grid computing for the simulation of relativity theory and 
IRIS Explore and SCIRun is the data flow management PSE 
(C. E. Goodyer et al. (13)). NAREGI-PSE is the portal to 
Grid computing environment (S. Kawata et al. (14), H. 
Kanazawa et al. (15)). PSE for Particle Image Velosimetry 
(PIV) is the PIV Virtual Laboratory (Y. Kadooka et al. (16)). 

However, these PSEs are the domain specific environments. 
PSE itself is useful, though it is difficult to construct or 
develop a PSE. As the 3rd generation PSE may include a 
meta PSE, which enables us to construct PSEs easily. In the 
near future many users may access the cloud computing to 
start simulations for their hobby, better life, etc; one user may 
have his/her own PSEs as his/her simulation environments.  

We developed a framework, which makes it easy to 
construct PSEs for many kinds of domains. We call it the PSE 
Park. Users, who want to simulate problems, access to the 
PSE Park, construct their PSEs, and execute simulations for 
their purposes.  

In this paper, we describe about the PSE Park in Section 2. 
We construct an example PSE for PDE (partial differential 
equation) -based problem on the PSE Park. Section3 presents 
an adaptation example of the PSE Park to this PDE-based 
PSE. In Section 4, we conclude this paper. 

 
2. PSE Park 
A PSE construction framework, that is, the PSE Park is 
described in this section. The PSE Park makes it easy to 
construct PSEs on a cloud computing environment. Fig. 1 

presents the architecture of PSE Park. The PSE Park provides 
functions as Cores, which are required to construct PSEs. The 
PIPE Server in the PSE Park handles the Cores and constructs 
PSEs. The PIPE Server can communicate with another PIPE 
Server and use Cores easily. Users access to the Console in 
the PSE Park and construct/use a PSE or registered Cores and 
a Core Map.  
The PSE Park has following the characteristics:  

 Module Base 
In cloud computing environment, we believe that operations 
and functions are highly modularized than ever to use 
computers effectively. Our PSE Park also provides functions 
to construct module-based PSEs, and each function is 
supported by a Core. Users, who construct PSEs, connect the 
Cores for their PSEs. In scientific simulation research areas, 
discretization methods like finite difference method are still 
being improved, and many researchers have requirements, 
that they want to try new methods quickly. In the PSE Park, if 
a user wants to try another method or to develop a new 
method, the user just only replaces the Core which is in 
charge of the specific method.  

 Transparent access to Cores 
PSE Park provides a transparent access to Cores. This means 
that users can access to Cores regardless of the Core’s 
location. In the cloud computing, user does not recognize 
which machine he/she uses. The PSE Park handles the 
communication among Cores instead of users. 

 Verification and Validation 
Users, who develop the PSE Park Cores, can register their 
Cores in the PSE Park. The PSE Park has many kinds of 
Cores and manages them. The PSE Park provides users many 
choices. However, this is sometimes unkind for entry users. 
The PSE Park provides some typical stencils called Core Map 
for each target domain. Cores in the Core Map are verified 
and validated to provide high reliability. Expert users also can 
use the core map but easily modify as they want. For example, 
an expert user may try a new method or know a better way to 
solve a problem. In this case, if a new core is verified, a 
renewed core map should be registered as a validated core 

Fig. 1  PSE Park Architecture 



 

map.  
We assume three types of users in the PSE Park; Developer, 
Expert and Entry-level user. (see Fig. 2) 
Developers provide Cores to the PSE Park. They contribute to 
the PSE Park for further improvement and expansion of Cores 
registered or of the PSE Park itself. Experts provide and 
register the PSE Park Core Map. Their contribution is the 
same as traditional PSE developers’. They construct typical 
PSEs in each specific domain by using Cores, which are 
provided by Developers. Entry-level users can run 
simulations easily by using PSEs, which are constructed and 
registered by Experts.  
We expect that Data Sharing Layer and Infrastructure in Fig.6 
are provided by cloud computing environment. They are 
called as Platform as a Service: PaaS and Infrastructure as a 
Service: IaaS in cloud computing. The machines where PSE 
Park is running are provided from IaaS. Data in the PSE Park 
is shared by using PaaS between machines in PSE Park. We 
do not describe about them in this paper, because they are the 
function of cloud computing not PSE Park. 
We describe each PSE Park’s engines below: 

2.1 PIPE Server 
The PIPE Server is the main engine of the PSE Park. The 
PIPE Server manages and handles Cores and constructs PSEs 
by connecting Cores. 
Users write Core Maps and pass them to the PIPE Server. The 
PIPE Server connects Cores based on the Core Map. In a 
Core Map, the relations of Cores are described, and the PIPE 
server constructs a PSE.  

Fig. 3 shows an example of a simple Core Map expression. 
The Core Map expresses a PSE, which has Start Core, Stop 
Core and another four Cores in this example case. The PIPE 
Server executes the Cores between the Start Core and the 
Stop Core. In this Core Map, the PIPE Server executes the 
Core A first, and the output of the Core A is passed to the 
Core B as its input. If a Core has multiple inputs like the Core 
D, then the PIPE Server merges outputs of the Core B and the 

Core C. The Core D is executed with the input, which are the 
merged output of them. The PIPE Server stores each output, 
and the output can be easily reused. 

2.2 Core 
Core is executed as a function of PSE. Cores collaborate with 
each other by the PIPE Server. In PSE Park, Core is executed 
as a process and is not compiled at execution time. This 
means that Core is independent from language, and users can 
implement Cores by using their well-known language. This 
makes it easy to develop Cores for developers or experts, and 
to register Cores into PSE Park for many users. 
The communication between a Core and a remote Core is 
handed by the PSE Park, so that users do not need care about 
it. It is usual in cloud computing environment that all Cores, 
which user wants to use, are not located on the same site. If 
users should prepare a communication function, 
communication handling tends to be difficult. The PSE Park 
handles the communication among Cores. 

2.3 Registration 
Cores are registered into the PSE Park by the Registration 
engine. For registration of Core, Core itself and the definition 
of INPUT/OUTPUT are required. Core Map can be also 
registered with the Registration engine. After the registration, 
user can use the Cores and the Core Map. 
The Registration engine saves an execution history of each 
Core, and the history and the Core map registered can be 
reused easily. The Core and Core map managements are 
handled by the Registration engine. 

2.4 Console 
The Console provides an interface to the PSE Park functions. 
Users can create Core Maps namely PSEs themselves or reuse 
previously constructed PSEs, which are registered Core Maps. 
The Cores and Core Maps are registered from the Console. 
 

3. PSE for PDE based problems in PSE Park 
We constructed a PSE for PDE-based problems in the PSE 
Park. In this chapter, we describe an adaptation example of 
the PSE Park to an example PDE-based PSE. 

3.1 PSE for PDE 
There are five steps in simulation, “problem discovery”, 
“program designing / writing”, “program execution”, 
“aggregate execution result” and “discussion”. If an engineer 

Fig. 3  Core Map example 
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or researcher wants to run simulations in his target problem, 
he/she should study not only his/her problem itself but also 
how to use computer, how to write program or how to execute 
program. For this reason, execution of simulation may be 
difficult even in his/her specialty domain. 
The PSE helps a part of simulation steps, ”program designing 
/ writing” or ”program execution”. Users can easily create a 
program on the PSE Park, and then they can simulate and 
solve the target problem on the PSE created on the PSE Park. 
The target of this example PSE is PDE-based problems. This 
PSE generates a simulation program from “equations”, 
“boundary conditions”, “simulation domain”, “initial 
conditions” and so on. This PSE is a White Box system, 
which shows intermediate results, and a document of the 
target problem is automatically created. 

3.2 Cores in PSE for PDE based problems 
The Cores in this PSE are followings: 

 Input Equation Core 
This core helps input target problem. Users describe their 
problems by using this core. PDEs themselves, the initial 
conditions, etc. are the inputs of this PSE. 

 Difference Method Core 
A difference method is defined in this Core. For example, an 
explicit method or the SOR method or another one is selected 
or specified. 

 Equation Manipulation Core 
This Equation Manipulation discretizes given equations. All 
intermediate results are saved and user can check them if 
needed. 

 Program Generation Core 
This Core creates a program by using the discretized and 
manipulated equations, the initial conditions, the boundary 
conditions, etc. 

 Program Execution Core 
This Core executes the generated program. This Core 
compiles the program generated or links libraries if needed. 

 Document Generation Core 

This Core creates a document from the intermediate results of 
the Cores. 

3.3 Adaptation 
We have developed a PSE for PDE based problems by using 
Cores which we presented in 3.2. This PSE is focused on a 
2-dimensional heat conduction phenomenon. The Core Map 
of this PSE is shown in Fig. 4. 

3.3.1 Input Equation Core 
Input Equation Core passes the inputs defined by users to the 
Equation Manipulation Core. The parameters, which users set 
in this PSE are “computation target in equation”, 
“computation domain of simulation”, “equation should be 
solved”, “physical quantities point (“in between point” or “on 

the point”)”, “initial condition of simulation” and “boundary 
condition of simulation”. 
The initial conditions of this result are following: 
 
Equation; 

                    (1) 

Computation Domains; 
           (2) 

Initial Values; 
           (3) 
           (4) 

Boundary Condition; 
Periodic boundary in both x and y axis 

3.3.2 Explicit Method Core 
In this PSE, we adapted an explicit method as the difference 
method. The Difference Method Core generates discretized 
equations for each physical quantities on specified points. In 
the Explicit Method Core, the discretized equations are 
followings: 

                (5) 

         (6) 

              (7) 

         (8) 

                 (9) 

The PSE Park performs the discretizations for the basic PDEs 
based on the discretization method specified.  

If user wants to use the SOR method, that is, one of implicit 
methods, user should exchange this Explicit Method Core to 
the SOR method Core 

3.3.3 Equation Manipulation Core 

Equation Manipulation Core receives outputs from both of 
the Input Equation Core and the Difference Method Core 
(Explicit Core). In fact, the PIPE Server merges outputs of 
the two Cores and passes them to the Equation Manipulation 
Core. 

Fig. 4  Core Map for PSE for PDE based problems 



 

In the Equation Manipulation Core, the discretized equations 
are manipulated to obtain the new values for the target 
dependent variables.  
Fig. 5 shows the tree of equation. In the Equation 
manipulation Core, the obtained equation is converted to a 
tree. The tree has “=” as its Root. Operators like “+”, “-”, “*” 
and “/” are set as inner nodes. Values which are located on 
both sides of the operator are set as children of the operator 
node. Sub trees of the tree in Fig. 5 are replace to trees which 
are indicated in Explicit Method Core. In this Example, we 
use equation (9) for sub tree of Fig. 5 (a) and equation (6) for 
sub tree of Fig. 5 (b) and (c). 

3.4 Simulation Results 
We can see the Core Map of this adaptation through Console 
in Fig. 6. 
We show simulation results in Fig. 7. The simulation program 
is generated by the PSE for PDE-based problem, and the PSE 
was generated by the PSE Park.  
We put two peaks of heat quantity in this simulation. We can 
observe that these two are merged each other and heat 
quantity comes to constant in all field. 

3.5 Evaluation of PSE Park 
We constructed a PSE by using the PSE Park. If the PSE Park 
is not available, users should construct the PSE by users. In 
this case users have to prepare the functions for the PSE 
(these kinds of Cores), and study how to handle processes and 
data in Cloud computing. In order to use cloud computing 
efficiently, users need to obtain know-how. It is quite difficult 
for most of entry users to study them.  
In the PSE Park, users do not have to prepare functions and 
study how to use cloud computing. Functions are provided by 
Cores, and users can choose cores, which they want to use. 
The PIPE Server in the PSE Park handles processes and data 

(a) step = 0 

(b) step = 50 

(c) step = 1200 
Fig. 7  Simulation Results 

Fig. 5  Tree of equation 

Fig. 6  Snapshot of Console 



 

access instead of users. These are advantages of using PSE 
Park. 
 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper we developed and presented the PSE Park. The 
PSE park is a PSE construction framework, that is a kind of 
meta PSE. By using the PSE Park, a user can construct PSEs 
easily and perform simulations for his/her target problems. 
The PSE Park supports PSE developers and engineers, as well 
as low-end users for computer simulations. The PSE Park 
may meet users’ requirements for problem solving: program 
generation, easy modification of programs, PSE development, 
automatic documentation supply and simulation execution 
support on cloud computing systems. The concept of the PSE 
Park, that is a framework for PSE development, presents an 
important new direction in the world of problem solving 
environment. 
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